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Intelligewe Approaciles to.Subjw0;
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1,,Y.zar-utrAnt. p,Gy.A.458886i .23 TilF.L5" 19 62:

B. EGM.A.i58945;-..:141,11-17.1.9P.

S j'aii2 1962.	 ,

1. As part of our investigation and assessment of Subject,
we have asked him on several .occasions to)describe his contacts
with any intelligence service mince his releatie trom internment
in November 1947. He asserts that he has not worAked for any
intelligence service since 1945 0 ama based an our limited investAmti,
this appears correct. However * he has certainly brushed with
numerous persons now active in intelligence. This dtspatflh•
covers the main intelligemee approaches made •=co Subject since
1947, based upon his statements.

2. in Re:fere:04e B, we reported on what may have beei an
attempt by the East to locate Subject in Vebruary 1951.

3. In 1953 or 1954 a German (name unknown) wbo:, as best as
Subject can recall, identified himself as a member oE the GRUEN
Organization* visited Subject at the Kaiserhof Hotel in Bad Toelz
H e was interested in questioning Subject on his knowledge of the
Rote iip..9, 11e; but Subject replied that he knew very little about
The• HK * and suggeste4 that Hermann RENBELER 	 HSW agent, Curin;y;
WW II in Switzerland) be contacted. It is poigible . that this
man also made a pitch to Subject, but in any evemt Subject was 1,-;17(
very occupied with the rebuilding and refurnishing ot theaiea=rhof
and refused. In the it year Subject receilied offers from vwc,
Illustrierte to publish! biz experiences and wia offer a a post f'ti.w■

the Deu,,soge lieionsatte ) all of rohich he likevlse rekved,

4. Alvut the'aame time SabymIt was vietter': by two tta,m:)
members af the SD * a lawyer MEELHOHN and 4 &I v RA211104g. oho were in
company of an Englishman (natio unknown). Allegedly otang of intere
WAS discussed, and Subject do.os not remember anu intelligence
topics being raised4

Onw2nta Pku-ileti files have 40 A.:,races on i.4,amaa. MERMORN is
probary identical with Dr. Nerbert *MEHLHORN * bol1124 March
who was a member of the SS aNi SD; and who wgs livin73 in Munil;lh
as a lawyer in 1954,

5. After his release from internment * Subject claims he
made no efforts to seek out former members of the Waffea SS or B5Mit
In spite of invitations he has never attended MAO meetivss ncv vhe4
meetings of forwer T54olizer . or ATalTschirexx . Since 1947 hg, ht;1-
e.tourse * Ileen visits-Da br nany people, but tul connot reoall aay
specific instances wklere he kias 7eect:Ilved a pitoh to wo .s1:. Cor
service.

6, In Tii.F:Xerene A wo bwie
contact . Nith UPEILL Li .;-Aent years;: but f..A:itt t0
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account here s since it illustrates so well how the ex-Amt VI
group sticks together and has gone back to work since the war.
On the basis of the information in paragraph 10 of Reference A,
we requeried Subject on his contaot*ewith STEIMLE and HMEL, and
gotten the following amplifioationt

a. Sometime in 1959 or 1960 0 Dr. STEIMIE first visited
Subject at his business in Lindau. He was accompanied
by his wife, Heinz *PANNWITZ Ep5,	 aad PANNWITZ'
wife. At the 'urging of WIED 

,11 
N (Melfaa *1.1EDEMAN1:

1M..279877), PANNVITZ wanted to write a book jointly
with Subject for the rehabilitation of the CS by
presenting an account or certain events and experiences
during the war. PANNWIT7. was then without work,
although drawing a pension despite his former Gestapo
membership. Later he came active for the BauuarvereIR
Vuestenrot.

b. On this occasion STEMS said only that he had spent
some years in Russian captivity and was now working
as a Ctudienrat in Wilhelmsburg (?) near Ravensburg
in a TOF-5rivate school.

When•STEIMIE,visited Subject for the second time,.
'probably in early 1961,. he brought Dr. RUEGEL .
along. They were:maiting for Subject at his home'
one evening and stayed a relatively short time
HUEORL•is believed to have said that he was employed
in the legal department of Porsche in FrIedrichshafeu,
Subject raised the question of educational •
possibilities for his daughter. It was probably then
that STEIMLE asked Subjeot If he would go to work
again in intelligence. At first Subject refused..
in principle, but then qualified this, saying he
would work, if his family's needs could all be
taken care of.. Some time later STEIMLE telephoned .
Subject and arranged for another visit. Upon
STEIMLE l s arrival it was clear, that this was not 'just

a formal visit and Subject asked what STEIMLE was •

interested in. STEIMIR explained that he In
conjundtion with a publisher had written an opinioA
on Walter SCHELLENBEHO I S book and asked for Subject's
'critique and comments. Subject claims he rejected
-a number of STEINLE's opinions and ideas on•SCHELLENBERO
STEIMLE gave Subject a copy of SCHELLENBERG / s book
and left.

d. In the 'summer or fall of 1.961, Subjects'ulfe at
his request telephoned STEXMLE'to ask for a chance
to talk. STEIMLE was•willing, but the 'meeting -
never took place. Subject states that he intended'
to ask STEIMLE about possi 'lilities for work, perhaps•
with HUEGEL's help, because . Subject had.given up	 •

his business in Lindau..

n QUALITY DOCtIMENT
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e. since then there has been no further contact between
Subject and either HUEaEL or STEIMLE.

7. Reguept fcr Traces: Headquarters' and OOS traces are
requested on Dr. Eugen STEIMLE identified in Attachment A. Also
please assign a 201 number. Traces are also requested on Dr. Maus
HUE= (see Attachment B) rrom COS; traces on =GEL were received
from Headquartera in May 1962. Munich traces on both individuals
are attached.

1Attachments Herewith
A. Data on Dr. Eugen sTsma
B. Data on Dr. Klaus HIEGEL

Distribution
3-EE w/att hi A . & 13

(201-STE1MLE tyatt hw A a s)
att hw A & B)

2-CAJ:ww w-atthw A & B
2-FOB Watt ht: A & B
2-C/kUDESK v/att hw A &

k!e-'
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Dr. Eugen PSTEIM7
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DOB: 3 December l9( 9
POB: 1:ot known
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1. According to the German Primer, STEIMLE was a SS
Standartenfuehrer; was with the Militaerisches Amt RSHA in
KUEUR-I§447-71e was appointed Untersturmfuehrer on 13 SePtember
1936; promoted to Obersturmfuehrer by March 1941; in the SD in
1938; Fuehrer SD arEW657EUE-Wirin NOvember 1939; given,
the additioal po-gral-Sead of the PL12L.1.41. 8 NO S.
Altherrenbundes in March 1941; on active service in
Sepre-iibr—ie ."4-fr. variously reported as head of the Swiss,
Iberian and North-Western sections of Amt VI RS.HA, but
appears to have been KALTEWBRUNNER's personal assistant
for Western Europe . from November 1943 onwards .. Party No
1,075,555; SS No. 272 0 575.

2. Munich files oontaia no traces.

3. As is known, STEIMLE was .Chief Of . Amt VI Bp HSHA0
Berlin, during the latter war' years. As reported in EGMA-588864
23 May 1962, 1(	 :lof KUDESK talked with STEIMIE on .
24 April 1962 'then STEIME was brought to Munich from
Stuttgart by UPHILL. Based on this experience, our best •

judgment of STEIMLE's relationship to UPHILL is that he is not
a full-time staffer, but is probAbly something more than just.
a special connection. He:obviously Appears to be at UPHILL's
disposal; and apparently must keep close-contact with
Dr. Klaus HUEGEL	 ,:ps a former chief of Amt V7 B.3.
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Dr. Klaus HUEGEL (
DOB: 30 January 1912
FOB: Freiburg, Germany

i)

1. According to the German Primer, Sturmbahnfuerhrer,
Dr. HUEGEL was with Amt VI'sBdS (Befehlshaber der Sipo)
office in Verona in March 1944. He lived in Piazza Exedra, Rome,
and was probably attached to the SD office there in August
1943; returned to Berlin with a list of potential Russian agents
in the East in August 1943; concerned with purchase of instruments
and the organization of sabotage operations in Rome in December
1943; visited Verona in February 1944 and took up his duties
there in the follOwing month; last reported in September 1944
in Verona.

2. Munich files contain the following traces:

a.: Memoranda dated June-July 1948: Dr. Klaus HUEGEL
had visited Dr. Erich HENGELHAUPT C.1; ex
SS Lt. Colonel formerly of RSHA Amt VI) in -'
Frankfurt who had suggested that he might have
a position open for HUEGEL. 'At this time HENGELHAUPT
appears to have been a British agent, and allegedly also
was active for the French. HUEGEL also had been
in contact with General DRO aka Tostamad CANAIAN aka
KANAJAN, an admitted agent for UPHILL. KANAJAN
claimed to be working for HENGELHAUPT. In this
same context a Frau HUEGEL is reported : as the land-
lady for General DRO and the mistress of a Frenchman
named CARDINAL who allegedly worked for the French.
IS. Note: although not proven, it seems that
Frau HUEGEL is somehow related to Dr. HUEGEL.

b. In March 1950 (MGLA-1488), Dr.IHUEGEL A former RSHA
Gruppenleiter VI B, was reported as a chief agent
for the French IS cover firm OMNIA Kommanditgesellschaft
Prannerstr. 4, Munich, Germany. HUEGEL was further
identified as having served in Verona as RSHA-
Eeauftragter with the Befehlshaber of the Security Polio
after being relieved as deputy of RSHA Amt VI B.
He allegedly was recruited for OMNIA by Johannes
MUELLER, former chief of the Sicherheitspolizei 
in Lublin.

c. Information dated 1953 (EQQA15095pril;EGMA'44.448,
•	 June): reports that Malvina , GRUBER, a former courier

for the Rote Kapelle dUring WW II, visited Munich
in 1953 and was seeking out former RSHA Amt VI and IV'
personnel. Among them was Obersturmbahnfuehrer 
HUEGEL alias BERG who in 1953 was supposed to be in
the Stuttgart/Karlsruhe area.

ratdv,

d. Memorandum dated May 1959: a Fraeulein.HUGEL
from Heidelberg, friend of Heinz PANNWITZ
former RSHA Amt	 officer)/ visited Munich and

CS COPY
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was planning to see "Melita°. Comment: "Melita°
is probably identical with Melitta WIEDEMANN
(IDN-279877), active with German IS during WW II.
It seems probable that Fraeulein HUEGEL is related
to Dr. HUEGEL and may be identical with Kaete HUEGEL,
Heidelberg/Pfoffengrund, who was a friend of PANNW1TZ.

e. Information in 1961 (EGMA-54269, 5 April; EGMW-10529,
5 May; EGMW-10632, 5 May):

These dispatches report that Dr. Klaus HUEGEL, former Amt VI B
chief, is now working as a ProkutrgE-T5FPorsche-Diesel,
Friedrichshafen, Bodensee, accoraing to UPHILL sources. The same
sources state that HUEGEL has associated with SS General WOLF,
SKORZENY and PANNWITZ since WV II. The latter two dispatches
forward Headquarters traces on HUEGEL.

3. Comments: HUEGEL had been chief of RSHA Amt VI B 3
during part of WW II-7=as such probably served under Dr.
Eugen STEIMLE . (201- . ). In'April 1962, STEIMLE mentioned
in conversation' with a .KUBARKstaffer that HUEGEL Was then in
Algiers, would return to Stuttgart in early May to seek new housing,
and was working with Porsche. As has been reported elsewhere .
STEIMLE has definite UPHILL connections and apparently maintains
current contact with HUEGEL. Given HUEGEL f s apparent continuing
activity in intelligence since the war, it is reasonable to assume
that he may be occasionally called upon for intelligence matters
by UPHILL, probably through Dr. STEIMLE.
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